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Two minor lies add up, become a HUGE LIE. 2+1 = 10
Multi-level, compounding lies #1 Step One: borderline correct, but blatantly misleading statement. (2/10 on lie scale)Hunter Biden Laptop has ‘all the classic earmarks of a Russian information operation.’ #2 Step… [...]



PC brainwashing HAS changed human brains, John Derbyshire!
Perhaps our brains really have changed. Perhaps something in modern food additives is doing to us what the ergot fungus on moldy bread did to medieval peasants. I really think… [...]



Media disinformation questionnaire: Russia–Ukraine-war obfuscation-index
NOTE: we devised measures of media misinformation : both the “obfuscation index” of a single newscast, and resulting long term “brainwashing index” can be measured: “obfuscation index” of a single… [...]



Vote counting corrupted in USA, infiltrated by dishonest leftist activists
Formerly honest and unbiased vote counting is another institution infiltrated with and taken over by leftist activists. Leftists think deception is virtuous to reach higher goals. Dishonest partisan election officials… [...]



“Conspiracy theory” is a weaponized term to summarily discard ideas, to gag dissenters
Calling something “Conspiracy theory” is another cudgel to silence dissent, to discredit a theory without the need to actually disprove it. This is similar to “Racism” allegations that serve to… [...]





Shielding “biological” women against transsexual “women” in sports
PC dogma and PC nonsense lead to unsolvable contradictions.  Women are equal to men Transsexual “women” are identical to “biological women” Women are a protected class An unsolvable conflict between… [...]



Aboriginal culture and flag
Comment sections often add very relevant missing information. MSM often abhor comment sections and censor them as #Hatefacts. We promote FULL DISCLOSURE, TOTAL HONESTY, that taboo politically incorrect topics can… [...]



“Not absolute truth, not a fixed truth, but what we KNOW is more true!” Obama fights for “RIGHT” truth!
Instead of “absolute truth” Barack Obama wants “to fight for what, deep down, we know is more true, is right.” “We’re hopeful about what can happen if we do” [bend… [...]



Washington Post manipulates: World Class Obfuscation & Brainwashing!
The Washington Post lies by omission, distorts,  misleads, gives wrong impressions to gullible MSM readers. Our rigorous rules of full disclosure cut through the socially accepted manipulation of such propaganda… [...]



Russia’s Ukraine war: NATO membership or death! The WHOLE TRUTH vs. media cover-up
It is the right of Ukraine to prefer utter destruction and death to neutrality. But it is NOT the right of media and politicians to lie, to pretend that there… [...]
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